Stagecoach
Requirements: 2 Actors not afraid to make fools of themselves, 2 chairs or other
stagecoach prop, possibly even a stick for prop.
*This skit places two individuals on a stagecoach making their bodies shake like they
were on a bumpy ride. One makes waving motions with his arms like he is whipping the
horses. The other sits to his side pretending to hold a shot gun.*
Man 1: So did you hear about the wooden robber?
Man 2: Wooden robber? No, I haven't head about him.
Man 1: Yeah, He has a wooden gun.
Man 2: Oh yeah?
Man 1: Yeah, and it has wooden bullets.
Man 2: Oh really.
Man 1: Yep, you know what would happen if he shot you with one?
Man 2: No, what?
Man 1: Wooden hurt!
*Both start laughing and slapping knees. You will probably have to stop and tell the
audience that they have to participate in laughing with them. Then start going again for
a little while.*
Man 2: Look, robbers!!!!
*Man 2 begins shooting his shotgun at something behind the stagecoach and Man 1
begins to whip violently and quickly with his reigns. Also, both people start shaking more
violently. All actions, especially shotgun fire needs to be exaggerated. Do this for about
30 seconds.*
Man 1: River!
*Both people hold breath and puff cheeks out. Make motion like they are swimming
under water. At the same time, both come up and resume using reigns and shooting
shot gun. Optionally, they can switch places after a while. Do this again for about 30
seconds.*

Stagecoach
Man 1: Cliff!!!!
*Both men hold hands up in the air (like roller coaster) looking down and yelling. At the
same time, both resume driving coach and shooting at the robbers.
You can add a few more obstacles and then suddenly stop.*
Man 1: *Stands up and checks pockets.* Aww man, I'm all outta quarters too.

